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THE. SUPPLY SERVICE
. OF THE NEW
. · MEXICAN MISSIONS
. IN THE··
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY
Part IL 1~.6.6.4
FRANCE V. SCHOLES

'

The cont!].~.t~l remained the legal basis of the
supply service do~l).~ to Jhe year ~.§6;1. During that period
the service was maintained
with rather remarkable regularj,l~ every three or four years, so that the ca~y..ans became
the m.i§.ti!!m.Q..r,.t,e!!:t.!i,ulc between the far-a way province. of
New Mexico and the central government of New Spain. In
this respect the service . was of the greatest significance
.
from the point of view of political administration as well
as ecclesiastical.
,.·. ' :'
· The round trip, including the time spent in New Mexico
before the caravan started out on the return journey to
New Spain, took about
a year
_,.
.... _.. and
·- ... ,.a half. The remaining ·
part of each three-year period was given over to preparations in Mexico for the next outward journey tci the frontier.
Tb~-r:.Q,Y.te taken by the caravan from Mexico City to. New
l\;Iexico followed a well-defined course by way of Zacatecas
to Parra! and the mining centers on the northern frontier
of Nueva Vizcaya. From these northern outposts the route
erbssed the arid plateau country of modern Chihuahua, a
land of few resources and inhabited by hostile Indians. Ar~
riving at the Rio Grande in the Manso country, the caravan
then made its way northward to the sm_~Q . §.~~Q.~U!,ents be!2,v; (=- ~)
the Piro villages, and finally to the pueblo of Senecti where
it was enthusiastically received by the friars and settlers
of the New Mexican province. After a short rest and after
~
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obtaining needed supplies, the caravan then moved on to
Santa Fe and the central p~eblo area on the upper course
of the Rio Grande.
The general management and qrganization
of the sup.
ply trains \Vere supervised by the procurator-general of
the custodia who was appointed by the joint action of the
commissary-general of the Franciscans of New Spain and
the provincial of the Franciscan Province of Santo Evailgelio.' The procurator-general was accompanied during ·
both the outgoing and return trips by a friar, usually a
Jay-brother, who served as his assistant and companion.
Under the procurator-general there served mayordomos
who lool{ed after the
Wagons, managed details of organiza-.
.
tion, and had charge of the drivers, lesser servants, and
Indians who were employed for the journey. A sm.!,ll rn.iJJ·
J,l!.D:..W..S.Qrt accompanied each caravan.
. Although the chief purpose of the supply service was
to sustain the missions, it was a significant factor in oth~r
phases of provincial life. The outgoing cara vans were aecompanied by settlers going out to New Mexico for the first time, by traders, and by citizens of the province who
~
were returning home after a business trip to New Spain.
All were glad to have the opportunity to make the journey,
especially the long stretch from Parra! and Santa Barbara
to, the Rio Grande, in the company of the car~van and to
enjoy the protection of the military escort. The officials
of New Spain used the service for the despatch of mail
and of royal and viceregal decrees. Frequently the cara- "\.
van was accompanied by a new governor going out to New
Mexico, and .sometimes his presence became a source of
difficulty and embarrassment for the procurator-general./
~-_,.,Jil',h~

--

~

-·-

- ..

1. See appointment of Fray Manso in the documen~s in part I. For appointment
of Fray Jtan.,R;_~~~ez, sec lnform.e. A. G.· 1., 58-4-H.
2. The most interesting incident growing out of disagreement between a gov..,.
ernOr and: the procurator-genera} related tO Governor Mendiz:ibal a'nd Fray Juan
Ramirez. Discussed In paragraphs that fOllow .
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On the return journey from New Mexico to New Spain,
the caravan was accompanied by· traders, citizens of· the
•
province going to Mexico on business, ex-governors, friars
retiring from the New Mexican mission field, and occasionally by prisoners of the Holy Office being sent to Mexico
.
City for trial by the Tribunal of the Inquisiti01i.
For the economic life of the province, the caravans had
an especial ' importance. The. products of New ·Mexico
which could be exported profitably were a few staples, consisting mostly of hides, pinon, salt, and mantas. The chief
difficulty in developing this primitive commerce was the
lack of transport, so that it was inevitable that the mission
caravans should have become an important element in this
phase of provincial life. Emptied of the supplies brought
out from New Spain for the sustenance of the missions,
the wagons were used to freight the few staple products
of New Mexico to the mining centers of Nueva Vizcaya and
to other parts of New Spain.
It is not clear what legal provisions were made for the
luse of the wagons f--;;; the·~·frclghting out of goods from
fNew Mexico. The governors frequently took the position
that the wagons, being the property of the Crown, were at
their disposal after the supplies brought from New Spain
had been delivered to the friars. Most of the governors
were engaged in active ex:,:;Ps:.;l:.;;o:,:;it::a:.:t:.:.:io:::n::-:o::.:f~th:.:.L!!l-~ns. This
exploitation assumed various forms: trade in buffalo hides
between the Pueblo Indians and the Apaches; the capture
of Apaches to be sold as slaves in the mining camps of
Nueva Vizcaya; the weaving of mantas, either in . the puebios or in . special workshops established in Santa Fe
. and
under the direct management of the governors; the transportation of. salt from the saline fields east of the Rio
.
.
Grande to depots from which it could be shipped to the
mines of New Spain. The governors were especially
interested, therefore, in establishing the right to use· the
wagons on the return journey to New, Spain for the ship-
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ment of accumulated supplies of hides, salt, mantas, etc.
The active exploitation of the Indian and the controvers~
concerning the legal right to use the wagons, became factors
in that long conflict between church and state which characterized the political life of the province in the seven/
teenth century. The friars made a long series of complaints
to. the viceroys ·and to the Crown, but to no avail. There
was. no effective remedy, for the center of authority. in
New Spain was too far away to exercise an effective control. over New Mexico. The damage was done before a
remedy could be carried out. Realizing this faCt, both sides
in the conflict became convinced that the 'issue must be
fought out on the spot. The result was a division of opinion in the seats of authority which weakened the province,
and which inspired the Indians to strike for liberty! .
During the quarter-century following 1631 the service .
·Tomas Manso, the procurator-genwas managed by Fray
, ··-.. ... _.,.
eral of the custodia.
He gave
up the post only. in 1656,
.
.
when, already having been made provincial of his Order,
he was appointed bishop of Nicaragua. His promotion was
probably in recognition of his long service to the Crown
and to the Church in organizing and managing the supply ·
trains. His control of the service seems to have beEm characterized by eff~ncy,. and by general -satisfaction to the
treasury officials· of New Spain and to the friars of New
Mexico. Altogether ·he probably made nine.., round-trips
with the caravans between New Spain and New Mexico, a
record worthy of comparison with the service of any of the
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3. The instances of exploitation and of disagreement concerning the use of
the wagons are numerous. Documents for only a few of the more important examples
are cited below :
a. Cartas que se escriuieron a su. Exa. del Nuevo Mexico por los Religiosos della
Por fin del aiio de 636 quexrindose del Gouierno de Francisco Martinez de
Baeza. Arch.· Gen·., Mexico. Provincia lnternas. Torno 35, Exp. 3.
b. Carta que escrivi6 a su M'Lgestad. Fray Andres. Suares desde el Nuebo Me:.cico.
26 Octubre, 1647. ·Arch. Gen., Mexico, Reale.• Ctidulas ( Principales), Torno 3.
•
•
c. lnforme, A. G. I., 58-4-9.
d. Expediente concerning. conflict, between the clergy and Governor Rosas, A.
G. I., 2-4-1/22. No. 7.
e. Numerous statements in the procesos of Mendizabal and Pefialosa in Arch.
Gen., Mexico. Inqui8ici6n, Tomos 507, 587, 593, 594.

•
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merchants who carried on a cross-country freight business
in the United States in the first half of the nirieteenth
century.'
··
Because of ·his intimate. knowledge of New Mexican
affairs Manso was frequently called upon for 11dvice, or was
assigned difficult and delicate missions. In 1638 he was
one of a small group, of friars coni?u.li.ed by the commissary.
general of. the Franciscans of New Spain concerning the
expediency o~ .establishing a bishopric in New Mexico.'
In the 'early '1640's he held the office of custodia
of New
_.....,
Mexico in addition to the office of procurator-general. In
1644 he was appointed spe~l!y~s!ig_ator ~Y his Order to
report upon the situation which had grown out of the con- ·
flict between the clergy and Governor Rosas.•
·
Manso also took an active interest, in the expansion of
the New Mexican mission field. In 1645, during his term
as custodio; he sent a party of four friars to preach ~o the
11
11
Ypotlapiguas who lived near tpe .~s in the region so.l!.th
and w~t of Z!!_fii." He had a share also in the beginnings
. of missionary enterprise among the Mansos who lived in
the region of El Paso.•
~
In summing up Fray Manso's career in its. relation to
New Mexico, it may be stated that no other friar during the
'•

'

J

~- _...~·

--~----4:--TI1e:--fitst

"

round-trip was for the period 1627·1630 when Fray Estevan de
Perea returned with a new group of friars. Th¢n for: nine three year periods as
follows: 1630-~3; 163:1-36; 1636-29; 1639-42; 1642-45; 1645-48; 1648-51; 1651-54. It
seems that,· although Manso was still procurator-general for the first two years
of the period, 1654-57, he. probably sent out the caravan for that_ triennium in care
of an agent.
'
'
5. A.utos del Nuevo Merica y Sinaloa sobrc s1: hahrd ObL"lpacloR. A. G. I. 67-3-32.
6. The Ro•as expedietJte, A. G. I., 2-4-1/22. No. 7.
7. M emorfas sobre unos pueblOs que se derwubricron en el Nuevo M ~xlco. .. Bib.
Nac,, Mexico, M. H. N. M., Leg. 1, num. 10. In this document Manso states that he
_.discovered" the Ypotlapiguas in 1632. In 1638 Governor Uosas learl 1 a party of
friars and soldiers to the Yputlapigua count~ry. See document ent-itled D~l Pe. fr.
esteuan de Pera.. . . . con una. ynformod~ Contra Don lJ'nis ·de Rosas Gour. de
aquellas Provln~:as r:or pa.lahras· m.al snno.ntf!.s . . . . ; Arch. Gen .. Mexico. lnquim"ci6n.
Torno 385 .. Also the Rosas Expedknte, A. G, I.,. 2-4-1/22. Following the efforts J
made by Manso in 1645, the Ypotlapiguas were visited by the Jesuits, and a controversy was started concerning jurisdiction over this new mission area.
8. For discussion of early missionary enterprise among the Mansos Sf'e the
paragraphs .that follow.
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first half of the se,/enteenth century, except, perhaps, Fray·
Estevan de Perea, played' such an important role in the'
'successful development of the New Mexican mission field ..
The missions were dependent upon his efficient manag-ement of the supply ser.vice. The clergy found in him an
inteJngent and zealous defender of their privileges both in
New
Mexico
and in New Spain. He held every office of
.
.
.
trust in the custodia to which a friar could aspire. It was
in reco,g-nition of his services to missionary enterprise in
New Mexico' probably that he was promoted to the leader- .
ship ~f ':his ·o~deJ: as provincial of the Province of Santo
. Evangelio in 1655 · and then, eight months _later, to the /
· of N'Jcaragua. '
1'1·:"- h. .'H)rJC
_
. / ··
Bishou Manso was succee.ded as. procurator-general of
0
the custodia
by
Frav
.Juan
Ramirez.'
Ramirez was the
.
.
.
.
...
.
.
.
son of a Tasco miner. After receiving an elementary education· in Tasco ·and in Mexico City, h'e entered the Jesuit
college of San Pedro y San Pablo. At the age of sixteen
he took the habit of a Franciscan; entering the Convento of
San Francisco in Mexico City. He took the course in Arts
at Toluca and studied theology in Mexico City and Puebla.
After. his
ordination
he had a rather wide experience
in the
.
.
- .
service of the Church and of his Order, being ,assigned
posts of various kinds in the Conventos of . Cuernava~~'
Xochimilco, San .Juan Temamatla, .Toluca, etc. In 1653 he
became vicar-general of the provincial of the Franciscan
"
Prnvince of Santo Evangelic and of the commissary-general
of the Franciscans of New Spain, ancl then, about two years
later, he was appointed comisario de corte and procurator'
.
general· of all the Franciscan provinces of New Spain oy
the viceroy, the Duke of Albuquerque."
'

'

~ ~-..- .....,....,;......,.,...._~

9.

Vetancurt. !Jfqnologia; 429. 479.

Cit:'d in ROdge's note in Bennvi~es· .Memoria.l

( Ayer ed.). p. 207.
10. Not to be identified with the Fray Jnau Ramirez who converted Ac01na in
1529.
11.

-. an

__.-·

~

For
outlifle of the life hbtory of Ramirez prior to 165G, see Tt?stifiea.dones que se han sacado. . . contra Fray Juan. Ramfrez del Orden del Sefior San
Fra'nciHco. Arch. Gen., MExico, lnquisidon, ·Torno 502, Exp. 3. To be cited hence- '.
forth as Testijicaciones contra Ra•rnirez.

~

,
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Ramirez' appointment as procurator-general· of the
Custodia of New Mexico to succeed Bishop Manso was
made by the joint nomination of the commissary-general of
the Franciscans on March 12, 1€56,'" and of, the provincial
of the Province of Santo Evangelio on March
21. 1656."
., , e·--=-=:=-On the sixJ!l of the following l'~y the viceroy accepted these
nominations and directed the treasury officials to recognize· Ramirez as the new procurator-general and to negotiate with him for the next despatch of th~ supply trains on
exactly the same basis that had been customary during the
quarter-century of Bishop Manso's administration." It was
not until after the caravan returned from New Mexico in
th~ spr~_g _Qf.. ~.!)_27, however, that Ramirez actually took
over control of the wagons. The tre~§_vr:z:..Qffi£Jals tried to
alter the terms of the original contract by requiring
Ramirez to give bond,
._.. whereas Bishop Manso had never
been obliged to do so. Ramirez appealed to the viceroy who
ordered the officials to come to an agreement with the new
. procurator-general without altering the old contract in any
sense. This point is worthy of emphasis because the apparent mismanagement of the service by . Ramirez · later
' caused the treasury officials some embarrassment. The
wagons, mules, and miscellaneous equipment were finally
ltu~Ji&~r t.2.__gl!ffi!rez and four of his agents by the duefio
of the caravan, the agent of Bishop Manso, on May 29,
1657."
During the. next year and a half Ramirez· made the
necessary preparations for the car~an for the triennium,
August 3, 1657, to August 2, 1660. The preparations for.

'

I

I
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12.
Patente del Reverendisimo
lnfonY<e, A. G. I., 58-4-9.
13.

-~

Padre Comisario

'

General,

March

12,

1656..

Patente del Provincial. March 21, 1656. Ibid.

14. Mandamienta de Su Exc'clencia. May 6, 1656. Ibid. Sec al"o Traslo.rlo del
assie'n. to (}Ue . . .• .~e hir:o por el j1".scal de .su -Magestad y oficiq.Jes reales con eft~
Padre Juan Ramirez. Bib. Nac., Mexico. M. H. N. M., Leg. 1. num.'"1i.
15. For complaint of Ramirez, orders of the viceroy, see M. H. N. M., Leg. 1,
nUn. 11. op. cit.
16. Ibid.

I
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this triennium took on. a special ·significance~ It seems
apparent that during part of the preceding quarter-century,
at least, the number of- friars
....... serving in the New Mexican
missions had not been kept up to the full quota of sixty-six
as fixed by the contract of 1631. For the triennium, 16541657; there had been only forty-six friars in the field." It
.,.., more friars
was necessary, therefore, to send out twenty
to bring the quota up t9 its full complement of workers.
It was also represented to the viceroy that a special need
. had ·developed in order to push forward the work among
the Manso and Suma tribes. For this new mission field
: four more
....... friars were requested.
-..
The Mansos were a backward, wild, non-agricultural
group of Indians who inhabited the terTitory on or near the
Rio Grande in the region of El Paso." The founding
missions among them had been proposed as early as the
time of Benavides,
who
urged . the importance of such an
.
.
entej·prise, not only in order to carry forward the co.uyet:_~n of the natives, but .also because the founding of a
Manso mission would be of the greatest value from the
standpoint of mili_,t~r_Y.....$!.Y.f~Jlse and of communication be/"
tween New Mexico and New Spain. Benavides .realized ·
the military importance of the El Paso region as a waystation between the settlements of northern Nueva Vizcaya
and the main pueblo area of New MexiCo.'" Some twenty
years passed by, however, before a determined effort was
made to put Benavides' recommendation into effect, despite the fact that the Mansos were on the beaten
path be.
tween New Mexico and New Spain. Sporadic missionary
~·

'

-

___

'

or

.....

Tcst.imonio· de los autos 11 decrelo.c; del superior fJ01_,ie.rtw
• .
. sobrc la
in:~ta.ncia. del bencplacito del Vice-pa.tron para cl acres~entanr.icnto del 7I?.OnCTO de'
i-e,igiosos para. la..~ 'nuevas conversiones de ra Nueva ~Mexico. ATI.O de 1656. Bib. Nac.,
17.

Mexico. M. H. N .. M., Leg. 1, nUm., lOa. Also various informes in lnforme, A. G. I.,
58-4-~.

·-18. For a discussion of the Mansos, see Benavides, Memorial, (Ayer edition),
pp. 13-15, 212: also the 1634 Memorial, in Propaga.nda Fide, Rome; Bandelie.r, Final
Report, vol. II..
19.

Memorial,

(Ayer edition),. p. 14.

"'l

l
'

l
'
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enterprise may have been· attempted, but it was not. until
the decade of the 1650's that the Mansos received serious
attention."'
''""--:"-When the caravan passed through the Manso territory
in 1652, two friars, Fray Juan Pe~ and Fray Juan C~l,
had noted the possibility of the Manso field and had baptised
an infant. A.Jtsr a retm:n trin to ::\'lexica City, 'they had gone
back to the frontier again for the sole purpose of beginning
definite missionary labor among the Mansos, having been
. assigned to the field by the procurator-general, Fray Manso.
The work progressed very slowly, however, for, although
the Mansos were docile enough, they were not prepared for
a settled life at a mission. It was necessary to feed them
from day to day and to begin the slow and difficult task
of teaching -them the elements of a settled agricultural existence, as well as to indoctrinate them in the Christian faith.
The friars were aided by the n~ ..8"2.:V:~:r:nor, Don J ti.!!:.,n
Manso, who took a great interest in the work
and who,
.
together with Fray Perez, personally soli<j,t~£L~I,ms in the
New Mexican province for the new mission; but, as Fray;
Perez remarked, "the people being poor, it was little that
I collected." Don Juan de Sa~o, who was governor
of New Mexico from 1652 to 1656, stated that when he
passed through the Manso area on his return to New Spain
in 1656, he spent All Souls' Day at the Manso mission. He
renorted that the friars had "founded a Church where divine
offices were celebrated, and where, on my way to this city
from New Mexico, I confessed and· communed, together
with other persons· . . . the same day in the said church,
two infants were baptised and a little later another was
buried - and [all] of the said Manso tribe." He also reported that Fray Cabal was about to begin missionary work

-

'
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21

----·-20. For a review

of early missionary effort. see Hughes, The B~uinninas of
Settlement in the El Paso District, pp. 303, 304.
21. It 'is a bit confusing to be obliged to deal with an Indian tribe, a friar,
and a governor, all of whom had the same name. Don Juan Manso waS governor
'
of New Mexico from 1656 to 1659
. .

•

'
>

•
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among the Sumas. 22 • The: .church which Samaniego men.:;
.
tioned was probably a primitive affair at best. At any
rate, it seems that the church, whatever it may have been;
was later deemed ·inadequate, for in 1659 another mission,
dedicated to Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe, was founded ...
In September*' •-of 1656, Fray Perez wrote to the viceroy
urging the need
mis..:
_._......,. of assistance not only for the Manso
.
siOJ:i, but also for missionary work among the Sumas living
to the eastward .of the Mansos. Perez' appeal brought an
inves~tion by the viceroy and the. treasury of~icials.
Bishop Manso and ex-Governor Samaniego support~d the
needs of this new mission field, Manso emphasizing its
importance as a sort of half-way post between Parral and
the pueblo area. The qu~sjjon concerning which the viceroy'
desired advice was whether it would not be possible to require some of the friars of the. regular quota of sixty-six/
to be assigned to the Manso mission. It was pointed out
by both Bishop Manso and Samaniego)that the full quota
was needed in the older missions and that only a grant of
extra workers could take care of this new need. In a decree
of December 24, 1657, the viceroy finally
authorized the
.....,.,..
sending out of four friars for the Manso and Suma missions,
in addition to the twenty that were needed .in order to bring
the quota up to sixty-six." The service for 1657-1660 provided, therefore, for seye.11tY.:.lrlitrS, forty-six of them already in New Mexico and twenty-four being sent out for
the first time. • On December 24, 1658, the caravan finally
set out on its journey to the frontier.
Meantime, Fray Ramir.ez
had received another honor
~
by being elected custodia of New Mexico in addition to his
...
office of procurator-general. This election, which took
.

"d.'!'

OW4

t'1
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~
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25

-

22. Testino-hio de los autos y dcci-etos del superior gov·ierno, op. cit.

.

.

23.

Hughes op. cit. p. 304-306.

24.

Test-imonio de los autos y decretos del superior govierno. Op. cit.

25.

Test.imonio de la salida de los carros.

fi8-4-9.

Dec.· 24, 1658.

lnforme, A. G. I.
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place sometime in 1658,"' greatly added to Ramirez' author~
ity and responsibility, and was to involve- him in serious
difficulty, especially with regard to the long stal).ding
church and state problem in New Mexico.
· · .
It is necessary now to bring a new charaCter into the
story, viz., Don Bernardo Lopez de Me:g.,Qiz.~.l?al, recently
appointed governor of New Mexico. Mendizabal was the
· son of an hacendado of Chietla in New -Spain. He was
educated in a Jesuit college in
Puebla and later attended
.
the royal university in Mexico City. At the end of his stu"
dent career, he left New Spain, going to Havana where he
was given a post in. the galleons and in which he made
seven or eight voyages. His sea Cl:!-J:~er brought him finally
· to Cartagena de Indias where, due to the influence of his
cousin, the bishop,· he was appointed visitador of the bish~
opric. During his stay in Cartagena, he married a daughter
of the governor, a man who had held important posts in
Spanish Italy previous to his appointment in the Indies.
After leaving Cartagena Mendizabal spent some -time in
Spain and Havana, finally returning to New Spain where
he held various offices until he received the appointment
as governor of New Mexico to succeed Don Juan Manso."
/The period of Mendiiabal's tenure of office as governor of
New Mexico was characterized by the renewal of that conflict between church and state which was so t;Iisastrous to
an efficient administration of New Mexican affairs during
....._most of the seventeenth century. The details of this conflict as related to Mendizabal cannot be describe~here. They
will. be presented
. by the author of this article in a forthcoming study of church and state in New Mexico. Only
those phases of the Mendizabal affair that relate to the
supply service will be discussed in this article.

I

I
~

I

~

J

;

26.

Audiencia, Nov. 26. 1663, Testificaciones 'contra Rami1·ez.

27. Fo.~ a brief outline ?f M~ndiz::\bal's early career, see Part III of the Inquisi.tori?-1 Process ag~inst Mend.izil.bal in Arch. Gen., Mexico, In:}nisid6n, tom'o 594.
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......

Difficulty with the clergy and particularly with Fray
Ramirez, the custodio and procurator-general,. began. .even
before the 1658. caravan left Mexico City. In his own ver.
sion of the affair, Mendizabal stated that there was a disagreement in the first place concerning provision for the
journey to New Mexico which Ramirez, as administrator
of the caravan, had promised to make and then later failed
to provide.· This was followed by further disagreement
concerning the- appointment of the military escort for the
caravan. Mendizabal stated that, finding Ramirez to be
discourteous and difficult to deal with, he laid the matter
before the
viceroy. The viceroy aemanded of the commis.
sary-general of the Franciscans that Ramirez should be disciplined for his discourtesy to an official of the Crown; h~
also took away from Ramirez some of the authority over
the wagons and military escort which had been customarily
enjoyed by the procurator-general, placing such· authoritv
in the hands of Mendizabal. 28 '
.
.
Relations were strained, therefore, 'when the ca:ra van
.
:;;et out.for New Mexico late in Decemberthey
. of 1658, and
.
steadily became worse as the caravan slowly made its way
.
northward. The quarrel was not confined to Mendizabal
.
and Ramirez, but soon inv~~i..lll."s who were making \
the .iourney with the caravan to the mission field in New
Mexico. It is this phase of the conflict which is related
to the history Of supply service. In his version of the affair,
Mendizabal
stated . that, although he tried to conciliate
.
Ramirez and to smooth things over, the friar, whose vanity
was hurt by the action of the viceroy in backing up Mendizabal, refused to be reconciled ; that Ramirez acted toward him with harshness and as an enemy; that Ramirez
forbade the other friars to have any relations with him;
and, firial1y, that Ramirez sent false reports concerning
the situation to Mexico City. Mendizabal stated also that
some of the friars, realizing Ramirez' true character,
. . . re. .

--

-~

-

-

28.

Reply to article 1 of the accusation.

Mcndiza/;al P,-oceso, part III. op. cit.
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fused to go on with "such an evil friar", and that-they petitioned him to require Ramirez· to turn over to them their
share of the supplies!o
Ramirez, on the other hand, testified .
'
that Mendizabal exercised his authority with a high hand,
imposing unnecessary and discouraging delays, with the re~
suit that some of the friars became discontented. . He asserted, moreover,· that Mendi?'abal sowed discontent between .him and the other friars, fomenting disobedience,
especially among those friars upon whom it" had been necessary to impose certain punishment. The result of this
enmity and ·lack of cooperation was the desertion of ten
friar'S
This
was a seri....... during the journey to "New Mexico.
.
'
ous matter, inasmuch as it reflected in an unfavorable
..
manner upon Ramirez' administration as custodia and procurator-general; and, ·above all, it raised the question of
accg,y,!,)Ji:tig~:fgr~.i.lJl.U!.§..,~ll!L.~lJ..P~]es which . had been provided for these ten members of the party who never reached
their destination.
The relations between Ramirez and Mendizabal be·lcame even more difficult afj&r the caravan arrived ·in New
Mexico in 1659. · According to the testimony of the clergy,
Mendizabai began to play a ~ather high handed role, depriving the missions of the sel"Vices of Indians authorized
by. royal decree, controlling the primitive commerce of
New Mexico to his own advantage, encouraging the resumption of the old ceremonies and pagan practices of the Indians, denying the exemption of the clergy, submitting the
clergy to public insult, etc."" In short, the old problems of
church and state were revived and a period of conflict
.started
·-·~
*··......... was the trial
of which the ultimate result
of Mendizabal, his successor, Pefialosa, and several lesser provincial
officials by the Holy Office.

I
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29. Ibid.
30.. See numerous articles in the formal acCusation against Mendiz:(lha!,
Mendizdbal Proceso, part III. op. cit .
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. When the caravan returned to New Spain in the
autumn. of 1659 Fray Ramirez returned with· it, leaving ·
the government of the custodia in charge of Fray Garcia
de San Francisco, whom he appointed Vice.cCustodio. Before the caravan left New Mexico certified lists of the friars
who were actually in service with the missions in 1659 were
drawn . up by Ramirez, the Vice-Custodia, and the gover:nor."' The caravan arrived in Mexico City in the spring.
of 1660, and Ramirez soon found himself in further difficulty.
·
The desertion of the ten friars seems to have brought
down upon Ramirez a considerable amount of unfavorable
criticism in Franciscan circles. ·Moreover, when caiiea
upon for an accounting of his administration of the supply
train, it was discovered that his accounts were in bad shape.
It appeared that some of the wagons had been left behind
·instead of being brought back to Mexico City; Ramirez
was called upon to make an adjustment not only in this
respect, but also with regard to the funds and supplies for
the ten friars who had deserted before.reaching New MeXico
and for those friars residing in the Custodia who had died
before the arrival of the caravan in 1659. The most severe
critics of ·Ramirez were within his own Order, his superiors taking the stand that ·his apparent mismanagement of
the caravan and his inability to make an immediate settlement brought discredit upon the Order, and that rather
severe disciplinary ·measures were necessary in order to
save its reputation. · During the autumn and winter of'1660-1661 a very pecg!jm;:, s.ityiJ:.Eon was created, with the
Fran~iscans undertaking to discipline Ramirez, whereas the
officials of the audiencia and treasury supported him
against what was deemed the hasty and inexpedient actions/
of his superiors.
In September,
1660, Ramirez
called the attention of.
'
.
the viceroy to the fact that the three-year period, August
31.

See appel)dix A.

.

.

•
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3, 1657, to August 2, 1660, having passed, it was necessary
to begin preparations for the next caravan.
He requested
.
..
_,
therefore, that the necessary alms for the triennium 16601663 should be granted." The viceroy referre<;l the petition
to the treasury. ........
officials
for their opinion. · On October 5
..they made their report in which the essential facts.concerning the grant of funds and supplies for the previous threeyear period were re-stated; The report referred also to the
desertion of the ten friars and to the necessity of requiring
Ramirez to make an accounting. In view of the fact that
Ramirez had not been placed under borid, it was recomshould remain in charge during :the next
mended that he
.
three year term in order to give him an opportunity to
make a full and complete adjustment.of his accounts.•• Apparently, the treasury officials had reason to believe that,
if Ramirez were required to make an immediate accounting,
would be the loser.· The. superiors
of th~
the. treasury
.
..........
Franciscans were not· willing, however,· to grant Ramirez
the time and ·opportunity to make a final adjustment. On
the contrary, they undertook to remove him, and by the joint
action of the commissary-general and of the provincial of
the Province of Santo Evangelio, on October 19, 1660, Fray
Francisco Perez was appointed procurator-gene"ral of the
Custodia of New Mexico in Ramirez' place."' · Thfs action
forced the issue and during the next few mbntlis the situa-/
tion was acute.
·
. ·
Presenting his patents of appointment to the viceroy,.
Fray Perez requested recognition as procurator-general in
the place of Ramirez· and made formal r.etition for the institution of proper legal action in order to be placed in
charge of the wagons and supplies."" Perez' petition was
referred to the fiscal, to the oficiales reales, and to a mem2

I

...._~,.

I

I
I

I

•

-

\

~,

IIAO' .....

..-' 32.
, 33.·
'34.
Oct. 19,
35.

I

<
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-
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•

Petition of Friar Ramirez Sept. 24 (?) 1660, Informe A. G. I. 58-4-9.
Ynforme de oficiales reales. Oct. 5, 1660, Ibid.
Nombramiento de Fr:iY Fr~ncisco P~rez; · Nom bramiento del ·P.rovfnciai.
1660. Ibid.
Memorial del Fray Francisco Perez. Oct. 21 ( ?) , 1660. Ibid.
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ber of the audiencia, all of. whom took· the positi~n thaf;--.
although the commissary-general and the provincial had the
right to appoint a procurator-general of New Mexico, they
could in no manner bind the viceroy's freedom of action.
concerning the actual administration of ,the wagons. The
one was an ecclesiastical matter, the other financial, an~
in the latter field the viceroy was supreme. In short, it
was stated that it was the viceroy's privilege to continue or
terminate the agreement with Ramirez concerning the' administration of wagons as he saw fit, and that the superiors
of the Franciscans had no authority in this respect."" Perez
refused to accept this point of view. He insisted that an
appointment by the commissary and the provincial should
be automatically accepted by the viceroy who should, .therefore, depose Ramirez and place Perez in charge."'
In order to strengthen his own side ·of the case, and
/
acting under authority from the commissary-general, Pe.£.((_Z
arrested
and confined him to the Convento of San
......... Ramirez
~·
Francisco, hoping in this manner to put Ram~rez in a position where he could not defend himself. Ramirez was
represented by his brother, however, who complained to
the viceroy of Perez' action and petitioned that Ramirez
be set free so that he could present his accounts to_the
treasury. Acting on the advice of the fiscal and of the
oidor, Calderon y Romero, the viceroy ordered Perez to
place _Ramirez at liberty. For a month the Franciscans
temporized; Perez offered one excuse after another, raised
the issue of ecclesiastical immunity, and even appealed to
the audiencia for a legal· opinion concerning the case.
F'inally, on December 19, 1660,
tired of the delay, the.
.
vic~oy invoked the name of the Crown, and, in a real P'fO-:
'
vision addressed to the provincial, he ordered Ramirez sd
free. He ordered also that the administration could in· no
'

·~

'

.

-

-

36. Respuesta del Senor Fiscal, Oct. 21, 1660; Informe de las Oficiales Reales,
Nov. 4, 1660; Informe del Senor Don Francisco Calderon y Romero, Nov. ·s. 1660. 'Ibid.
·

37.

See Memorials of Fray Perez, Nov. 13 and 15, 1660. Ibid.
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sense be placed in Perez' charge; instead, he ordered the
provincial to send Perez, whom Calderon y-·Romero characterized as a restless and seditious influence in his Order
'
to the Franciscan
Convento
in
Vera
Cruz
where
he
was
to
.
.
be at the disposal of the authorities until his actions could
be reported to the Council of the Indies. Thus the first
episode ended with a victory for Ramirez."'
Although defeated in his purpose to place Perez in
•
charge of the supply service, Fl'ay Zapata, the commissarygeneral, did not give up his fight against Ramir·ez. Even
prior to the quarrel over Perez' appointment, Zapata had
ordered Ramirez either to renounce his office as custodia
or to return to New Mexico at once. Ramirez renounced
the· office rather than give up the fight concerning the
supply train and 'his place as cust2,.dio was taken by Fray
Alonzo de Posada· who probably owed his election to
Zapata's influence. In 1661, Posada set out for New Mexicoj
where he immediately began his relentless campaign against
Pefialosa.
Meantime, the relations between Zapata and Ramirez
steadily became worse. During the spring of 1661, Zapata
.
'
tried to have the organization and management of the caravans changed; in a word, to have the famous contract of
1631 brought to an end. In this campaign, .he enlisted the
aid of the provincial and definitorio of the Province of
. Santo Evangelio. In a series of petitions and representations, Zapata and his Franciscan associates pointed out
the disadvantage in having an ecclesiastic atthe head of this
supply service.. They argued that experience had proved it
to be impossible .for the Order to maintain sufficient control over the. situation to avoid inconvenience and fraud;
that it was dangerous to the monastic spirit to entrust a
friar with such a large amount of worldly responsibility;
and that it would be better to put a layman in charge of the
~

--------

. 38.. For- this incident, see Cedula tocante al Padre Ramirez Procurado1· del Nuevo
Mex·ico. ·Bib. Nne., Mexico. M. H. N. M., Leg., 1, m\m. 13; also folios 24 to 32 and
40 to 52 of Informe. A. G. I., 58·4-9.
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service inasmuch as a layman could be called upon for an
accounting more easily than an ecclesiastic, since he could
be required to give bond. . It was pr.QE.~sed, therefore, that
the Order should
give up all responsibiliity for the manage.
.
ment of the. wagons which were to be t.urned over to a layman subject to strict control by the treasurer, and that the
alms. which were paid every three years to the New Mexican
friars should be turned over to the sindic of the Order who
would dispose of them in the name of the said friars. In
short, it 'was proposed to separate the control and disbursement of the alms from the administration of the wagons.
It is. interesting to note that the most important argument of Zapata and his associates was the pretended impossibility of reconc'iling the spiritual welfare of the Order
with the worldly responsibilities involved in the administration of the supply trains. There seems to have been, no difficulty in this respect during the period when Bishop Manso
was in charge, and just as soon as. Ramirez was out of the I
way the Franciscans began a campaign of criticism of .the I
layman who, in 1664, was placed in charge."•
In, order to reach a final decision concerning the entire problem, a junta general de hacienda was held on May
4,, 1661. The various petitions of Zapata and his associates
were presented, together with a statement of Ramirez'
accounts and a number of opinions of the fiscal and treasury
officials. It seems clear that throughout the entire con- t
trover~y the consi~J~rations which determined the decision f
of the viceroy and the treasury officials were financial. It
1
was apparent that Ramirez was short in his aC<;;'unts as
presented in 1660-1661, but it seemed probable that if given
time, he could make a final and satisfactory adjustment.
.

I

39.

For the action of Zapata and the proposals of the Franciscans, see [llfem.oria'l
of the Provincial and Definitorio ot the Province of Santo E'vangelio], April 26, 1661.
Bib. Nac., Mexico, M. H. N. M. Leg. 1, '·urn. 15; Memorial del Reverendisinw
Za11atta en q·u.e con a11tos del definit-orio de la. Provincia hace decla~acWn de la Admin.

'

'

.

Magestad con qu,e se conducia.n las limosnas del N·ue~o
Mco;ico · Apilr 28, 166!. Bib. N;~c., Mexico. M. H. N. M .. Leg. 1. m1m. 16; :tnd ff.
52-58_. ]JasHim, of In/or-me, A. G. I.. 58-4-9.
i.<ttrucion de los Carros de
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Oil the other hand, if he were pressed for an immediate
settlement, the treasury was likely to be the loser. It appeared better, therefore, to permit Ramirez to remain in
charge during the triennium, '1660-63, in order to give him
an opportunity to make a final and full accounting on his
return from the next journey to New Mexico. By a majority~
vote the Junta decided to have the 1660-63 caravan sent
'
out in the usual manner and under Ramirez' direction. Then,
in future, the service would be put up at auction.'• A \Veek
later, Fray Zapata was obliged to accept this decision and
to grant Ramirez authority to receive the royal· alms and
to proceed with the organization of the wagons." The second
victory for Ramirez.
·
Leaving Mexico City in the autumn of 1661, Ramirez
and the supply ·train arrived in New Mexico late in' the
spring of 1662. Ramirez soon found that his troubles
were not over, for news of his differences with Zapata and
the Franciscans of Mexico City had preceded him and he
was received with rather marked · C.QQ!p,~ss ... / Moreover,
within a very short time after his arrival in the proYince,
two of his Franciscan associates denQ_u~ced him to Fray
Alonso de Posada, who, in addition to being custodio, was
also commissary of the Inquisition in New Mexico, for
actions which were regarded as lacking in respect for the
sacraments and practices of the Church.
The accusing friars - Fray J ~?:!!_Aly~ez and Fray
Diego Villasis - were members of the party which had
made the trip to New Mexico in the.caravan with Ramirez.
During his trial before the tribunal of the Inquisition in
Mexico City, 1663-:64, Ramirez testified that Villasis was

l·
l

I
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40. Junta General de Hacienda. May 24, 1861. lnforme. A. G. i., 58-·1-0.
41. Patente. June 1, 1661. Ibid.
·
42. ·Ramirez stated that on his arrival at San Felipe he found ·the church and
convento closed, so that he was obliged to make use of huts and a stable for the
night. He said that it had been reported in New Mexico that he had been excom·
municated because of his quarrel with Zapata. He also stated that Fray Alonso
de Posada, the Custodio, was his enemy. For tht:se incidents, see Auftiencia. Nov.
28, 1663. Testificaciones contr:a Ramirez.
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.
his capital ene.my; that Villasis hated him because of the
fact that he had criticised and admonish.ed Villasis for some
of his actions. It would appear that Villasis possessed a
faculty for causing trouble, for, during the course of
Ramirez' trial, the viceroy requested the provinCial to remove Villasis from Mexico City and to send him to Puebla
because of his restless and turbulent attitude.'" Alvarez
and Villasis made numerous charges against Ramirez, as
follows: ( 1). that Ramirez had blessed the Holy water in a
vessel which he was. accustomed to use for his bodilv
neces•
sities; (2) that Ramirez celebrated mass in the same cart
in which he ate and slept; (3) that Ramirez did not prepare and equip the altar properly when he celebrated;
( 4) that Ramirez gave his friar-associates meat to eat·
during Lent...
It is apparent that Ramirez' stay in. New Mexico in the
summer of 1662 was not happy. Besides being coldly re:ceived and denounced to the I"epresentative of the Inquisition, he found himself involved in other difficulties of a
·~--~
serious character. It has been noted above that Governor
Mendizabal had antagonized the clergy by his actions in
almost every phase of administration. Fray Garcia de San
Francisco, the vice-custodia in charge after the departure
of Ramirez 'in 1659,, had
made formal
complaint
concern.
.
.,.
.
.
ing the governor. to the
. authorities
.
. of New. Spain." In 1661
Fray Aloriso de Po~da, who had succeeded Ramirez as
custodia and who also held appointment as commissary of
the Inquisition, carried on a thor~JLS'.h., in.Y,~},IDltion of
Mendizabal's actions and examined dozens of witnesses.
The findings were reported to the Holy Office in Mexico
City, and orders for the arrest of Mendizabal and his wife,
as well as of three or four lesser provincial officials who

-

L

·· '43.

ii:;SiiiQO»oJ:IO___.,I',:I-~-:t<.,.-~~

Audiencias. Nov. 27, 28, 1663.

~..

Testificacioncs

conf:ra

~

Ra"11irf!z.

Aiso testi-

mony of Fray Alvarez, May 29, 1662, te•tLn10ny of Fray Villasis, May 30, 1662. Ibid .
..
44. For ·letters of Fray Garcia· de San Francisco and of the definitorio, see
part I of the Mimdizabal proeeso, Arch. Gen., Mexico, lnquisici6n Tomo 598 .
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.had been

j

as~ociated

with Mendizabal, were issued." In the
su~!~. New Mexico hummed with excitement.
Mendizabal and his associates were placed under arrest and
th~ir P.!.2Wty placed under embargo by the Holy Office.
Plans were made for sending the prisoners and a part of
their property to Mexico City. Posada an<! the new gover-~
/nor, Don Diego de Pefialosa, _quarreled over the disposition~
of the remainder of the property, and out of this quarrel
developed another, and even more acute, situation which
had its climax, somewhat later, in the arrest o_f Posada by
'.order of Pefialosa."
·
·
Raruir.ez found it difficult, if not impossible, to play
a neutral role in this series of incidents .. As administrator·
of the car·avan he was obliged to assume responsibility for
the prisoners being sent to Mexico City a11d for that portion
of their property being sent with the:r:n. His actions were
subject to elo_se scrutiny, and ·some of them, especially certain action relating to Mendizabal and to Pefialosa, aroused
was accused of thwartfng the free and
susoicion so that he
._, vn'-""
lawful exercise of the authority of the Inquisition!7
.
The caravan, including the Mendizabal and the other
prisoners of the Holy Office, made the return trip to Mexico
The
Holy Office
between autumn and spring, 1662-63.
.
.
took charge of the prisoners on their arrival in Mexico City,
and the. formal trials began
In the ca.se o{
.
- soon afterward.
Governor Mendizabal
a
......... the trial
...... dragged· on for more than
..
year, and it was still unfinished when Mendizabal
died in
.- .
the prison of the- Inquisition in. September,
1664."
.
~

1'10 F
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45.' The testimony gathered by .Posada is in the first two parts of the Mendiz{,bal
proceso, Arch. Gen., Mexico, Inquisici6ri, Tomos '593, 587. The orders of nrrest arc
in lnqui.,ici6n, . Torno . 442. f.. 732.

.

.
For the quarrel between Posada and Peii.alosa, see the Peiialosa: proceso ·ln

46.
Arch. Gen., Mexico, lnqu.lsid6n, Torno 50"7.
. · 47. See testimony of Mendizibal, Francisco Gomez Robledo, and others; also
the accm;ation against Ramirez. Testificaciones contra Ramf.rez.
48. For the trial of Mendizabal before the Holy Office, see M en.dizcibal proceso,
Part III. Arch. Gen., Mexico, lnquisici6n. · Torno 594.
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· The depositions of Alvarez a·nd Villasis against Ramirez;
were delivered · to the· Holy Office soon after
the arrival
.
.
of the caravan, and during the summer ·and autumn of
1663 additionaltestimony was taken in the case, thewitnesses 'being mostly the Mendizabals and the1r associates. · in"'-..
November, '1663, · tli.e fiscal of the· Holy Office formally
presented charges against Ramire,z, and the i11quisitor·
ordered Ramirez confined to his cell in the Convento of San
Francisco pending 'trial." The trial lasted until November
of the following year (1664), when •the tribunal, in definitive sentence, found Ramirez guilty. He was subjected
to a severe rebuke· in the presence of the tribunal and of
some of his Franciscan associates, and was required
abjure and recant all of his errors.""
.
During the course of the trial Ramirez had continued
to attend to the details of the supply service; and to enable
him to d'o so the Holy Office had relaxed the stringency of
his confinement in the Franciscan convento. ·The business
which he carried on was mostly in the nature of liquidating
his accounts, preparatory to the change in the administration of the service which was being worked out in accordante with the decree of the ,iunta general de haciend,a of
May 24, 1661. Soon after the return of the caravan in"1663, the superiors of the Franciscans began to discuss
the question of the future management of
. the service. After
more than a year of negotiation and debate between the
friars and the viceregal government, the changes \Vere made
and finally put into effect on September 1, 1664. Details
concerning the change and concerning the later history
the service will be. discussed in part III. ·
.
Fray Ramirez remained in charge of the wagons until
August 31, 1664, so that his period of serviCe lasted for
more than eight years. In the course of time his accounts
·
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49. For presentation of the case by the fiscal,
P.am.{rez. ff. 267-68.
50. Sentence and abjuration. Ibid., ff. 360-872.
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see Testijicaciones contrl!
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were adjusted, and in a stat~ent issued by the contador of
!the Treasury, Mar.ch 23, 1666, Ramirez' administration r~
lceived a definite vin~tion. It was stated .that the accounts showed that Ramirez had turned back to the Treasury more than, ten thousand pesos on account of the sums
provided for the ten friars who had fled on the way to New
Mexico in 1659 and for others. who had died; ,"an act for
which there is no example, for' in the more than thirty years
during which the administration of the [wagons] has been
carried on, no part of the alms has been returned
to this.
.
Real Caja.""
/
In 1672 the Suprema in Spain tookthe sting out of the
sentence of the Mexican tribunal of the Holy Office:• . In
1676 the Province of Santo Evangelio voted to grant
Ramirez all the honors 'of an ex-custodio and procuratorgeneral of New. Mexico, and ordered the .action of the
~uprema published throughout the Province."'
·
·
(to be continued) .
1

•
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APPENDIX A
I. List of Friars who left Mexico City for the New Mexican
Missions in the 1658-59 Caravan.·
Fr. Diego Rodriguez.
•
- i Fr. Antonio de Sotomayor.
.
-Fr. Alonso de San Buenventura.
Fr. Diego ·de §antander.
(
Fr. Antonio Aguado.
Fr. Nicolas de Freitas.
Fr .. Felipe l}odriguez.
-Fr. Fernando Monrroy.
'
Fr. Juan Lobato.
.. Fr. Miguet" de Quevara. ~"'
· )_p..,.
-Fr. Antonio de '£abares. . !J.~?F ·
<-~Fr. Diego ______ ?_ ____ , [3"~}
Fr. Bias de Herrera.

-

•

-·

-

,_

.

:1·

-

[Certification by Valerio Martinez de Vidcwrreta, Co11.ta.dor of the Re4!,
Hacienda.] March 23, i666. Bib. Nac., Mexico. M. H. N. M., Leg. 1, num. 24.
· 52. Testificacione8 contra. Ramirez, ff. 378-382.
Bib. Nac., Mexico, M. H. N. M., Leg. 9,
53. Custodios de Nueva Mexico.
51.

ntim. 8.
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Fr. Luis Martin.
_ *Fr. Baltasar ~ifio .
.-*Fr. Francisco de Mendoza·.
*Fr. Bernardine de Zuniga.
*Fr. Francisco {'erez Barba.
*Fr. Juan de Ia Cruz
..
•
*Fr. Alonso de Mesa.
de Ayllon.
*Fr. Nicolas
.
-*Fr. Baltasar Amador.
(or
-*Fr. Alonso Arroxo
•
... *Fr. Juan Bautista,
.

--

•
•.

-

.

'?''Fled along the way.

Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.

II. List of Friars who had died· during the Period Preceding the.
Arrival of the 1658-59 Caravan.
Antonio
de Aranda. (Former
.
..,..... custodio)
Mateo de San Joseph.
·
J er6nimo de Ia Llana.
•
Silvestre de Cardenas.
Alonso de Castillo.
.
Pedro Qrtiz de Zarate.
A,ntonio ¥oreno.
Domingo del Espiritu Santo..
Juan de San Joseph.
Francisco de Ia Concenci6n.
.
-~

~

-

-

-

'

Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
l<~r.

Fr.

Fr.

Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.

\

III. List of Friars in the Custodia at the time of Ramirez' departure in the autumn of 1659.
Francisco de
. Salazar.
Antonio de Ybargaray.
Juan Gonzalez.
Tomas de ~lvarado.
.
Juan :[tamirez. (~ the custodio' and procurator-general)
Juan de Ia Chica.
Francisco de. Azevedo.
... .
Garcia de San Francisco. ,_.Benito de la tratividad . .....-Juan de la Ascenci6n.
'"'
Miguel Sacristan
.
•
Diego Rodriguez.
.
.
Jacinto
Monpean.
.
Antonio de Sotomayor.

-

-

-

'

--

-

-
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'''Fr. .Antonio de §an Buenventura. ·
*Fr. ·Alonso de San Buenventura.
'
·-·
Fr. Joseph Espeleta.~
.
Fr. Juan de Plasencia.
•
Fr. Diego de parraga.
Fr. Nicolas de. ymar.
*Fr. Diego de ~alas.
Fr. Diego de ~antander. .
•
Fr.· Salvador guerra.
..
Fr. Joseph de J:;aredes. ---Fr. Fernando. de ';:' elasco.
Fr. Antonio Aguado.
Fr. Felipe !Jodriguez.
Fr. Nicolas de Freitas.
--~
Fr. Fernando Monrroy.
c-.:. '•
Fr. Juan Lobato.
•
'
Fr. Francisco Munoz. _.......
Fr. Miguel de Guevara.
*Fr. Pedro Ortiz.
Lay Brothers.
Fr. Francisco de San Buenventura.
Fr.· Jeronimo de Pedraza.
,
Fr. Pedro Moreno.
Fr. Nicolas Chaves.
.
Fr. Antonio
de
Tabares.
.
Fr. Joseph de Pliego.
· Fr. Francisco Flores.
Fr. Felipe de la · Qruz..
Fr. Luis ¥artinez.. (Martin?)
Fr. Pedro de Molina.
Fr. Blas de Herrera
.
•
.
'
'
This list does not include Fr. Juan Ramirez, the custodio; Fr.
Pedro de 1\:I.olina, Ramirez' c«;>mpanion with the caraYan; Fr. Juan
ferez and Fr. Qabal, who were serving, or had been serving, the
Manso mission.
__..>'*D~ soon afterward.
~
(These lists have been compiled from certifications in Informe,
A. G. I., 58-4-9.)
~
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